Prospero: A Tool for Organizing Internet Resources
B. Cli ord Neuman
Recent growth of the Internet has greatly increased the amount of information that is accessible and the number of
resources that are available to users. To exploit this growth, it must be possible for users to nd the information and
resources they need. Existing techniques for organizing systems have evolved from those used on centralized systems, but
these techniques are inadequate for organizing information on a global scale.
This article describes Prospero, a distributed le system based on the Virtual System Model. Prospero provides tools
to help users organize Internet resources. These tools allow users to construct customized views of available resources,
while taking advantage of the structure imposed by others. Prospero provides a framework that can tie together various
indexing services producing the fabric upon which resource discovery techniques can be applied.

The Internet contains a massive amount of information, but it is hard to use that information. There are
several barriers to usability: it is dicult to identify
the information of interest; it is dicult to keep track
of this information once found; it is dicult to share
information about what is available, or to collaboratively maintain such meta-information; and the information is often scattered across multiple le systems
of di erent types, meaning that di erent mechanisms
are needed to access it. Existing methods for organizing information have evolved from techniques used on
centralized systems and are inadequate for organizing
information on a global scale.

within which such meta-information (which I will refer
to as directories) can be made available to users and
it provides the tools to allow directories from multiple
sources to be combined in useful ways.
Prospero lets users create customized views of a
global le system. This customization plays an important role in organizing information since there are
many communities of users, and they don't share the
same interests. By supporting multiple views of the
available information, one can improve the ease with
which one nds information that is likely to be of interest, while keeping less useful information out of the
way where the user is less likely to trip over it.

Users look for information in many ways. They
A prototype of Prospero is available and has been
consult libraries, journals, professional society publicaused
to organize information on Internet sites worldtions, mailing lists, indexing services, and other users.
wide.
Prospero-based applications are used on more
While these sources of meta-information are useful, it
than
7,500
systems in 29 countries on six continents.
is still necessary for users to identify the source that
can answer their query. Prospero provides a framework
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Organizing, Not Just Searching
There are four areas where work is needed to help users
obtain the information they need: retrieval, indexing,
search, and organization. A number of recent systems
have addressed the rst three areas, yet the fourth has
been greatly ignored. Users require all four functions if
they are to obtain the information they need. Without
work on organization, the other functions become less
useful as a system grows.
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Some recent distributed le systems support a
global name space. The Andrew File System (Howard
et.al., 1988) is an example. Such le systems provide
for the retrieval of les worldwide, yet they do little
to help the user nd les of interest. Such le systems
have directories near the root named after organizations, with the next level usually naming individual
users. Files on particular topics are scattered across
the leaves of the tree, where they are dicult to nd.

formation. Simplistic search strategies such as global
broadcast or exhaustive depth- rst search (as used by
the Unix nd command) are not suitable for large systems. Instead, search techniques should be based on
browsing: looking at the information presently available, and expanding the search in directions most likely
to yield the desired results. Such browsing might include an interactive dialogue with the user (as is the
case for directory browsers), it might be highly automated while accepting input from the user to narrow
the search (as is done in Schwartz's (1989) resource
discovery work), or once initiated it might run independently, returning the results to the user (knowbots
(Kahn & Cerf, 1988) fall into this class).

Indexing can help users nd information that is
scattered across a distributed system. In attributebased naming (Peterson, 1988) a name is resolved by
querying a database of the attributes associated with
local resources. Similarly, the Wide Area Information
Server (WAIS) maintains a full-text index of a collection of documents, allowing users to search for documents by specifying words that appear in the full text
(Kahle & Medlar, 1991). The Semantic File System
(Gi ord et.al., 1991) provides another example of indexing by maintaining an index for all les on a collection of le servers. Distributed indexing (Danzig
et.al., 1991) provides an alternative approach to indexing widely distributed information. Indices are maintained by topic, and a topical index can request that
future updates to other indexes be propagated if they
match certain criteria. The indices in the systems described so far cover only a subset of the les that are
available globally. It is still necessary for the user to
nd the correct server to query (selecting the index to
be used).

Such search strategies are useful primarily when
information is organized in such a way that programs
and users can determine the appropriate direction in
which to expand a search. One way to do this is to
build a hierarchical directory service that can be used
to nd indexing services with information on various
topics. Dalton (1991) discusses the possibility of using
X.500 for this purpose. Such an approach works best
when organizing a limited number of objects or when
a single administrator can decide what is to appear in
the upper levels of the name space.
The X.500 approach breaks down administratively, however, if used to organize ne grained objects
on a global scale. It is very dicult to gain agreement on what topics should appear near the top of
the tree, and once topics are agreed upon, there is disagreement on which resources should be included under each topic. This problem is apparent on Usenet,
a worldwide distributed message service for disseminating messages on many topics. A signi cant share of
the messages sent on Usenet discuss what messages are
appropriate for particular newsgroups, whether new
newsgroups should be created, and what they should
be called. This clearly demonstrates the problem of
reaching consensus on globally shared names.

While it is possible to construct indices that cover
large collections of les, it is necessary to trade o detail and completeness for manageable size. For example, the archie database (Emtage & Deutsch, 1992)
indexes les from certain directories on major Internet
FTP sites. The index, however, is based only on le
names, not the le contents or other attributes. Completeness is also limited since only les available by
anonymous FTP on selected sites are included. Another problem is that many queries return much more
Instead of supporting a single hierarchy for orinformation than most users are prepared to deal with.
In many cases, the large number of items found ob- ganizing information, it is possible to allow each user
to organize information on his or her own. This cusscures the few that are really of interest.
tomization is important for a number of reasons: it
When resources of interest to a user are dis- reduces the clutter that would otherwise be caused by
tributed across multiple systems, and when the di- resources in which the user has little interest; it allows
rectory information needed to discover such resources users to de ne shorter names for frequently referenced
is scattered across multiple indices, resource discov- resources; and it allows users to replace entire portions
ery techniques are needed to search for the desired in- of the naming hierarchy with alternative views more
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appropriate for their particular needs. User-centered
naming also eliminates the need for consensus when
deciding what should appear in the upper levels of the
naming hierarchy. Each user can make that decision
based on his or her own opinions.
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Organizational mechanisms must make available
directory information from many sources including
existing indexing schemes1 and directory information
speci ed by users. It should be possible for directory
information from di erent sources to be combined in
useful ways.
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Figure 1: Directory before application of a lter

The Virtual System Model

Two features of Prospero allow new views of information to be derived from meta-information that already exists. If a union link is included in a directory,
the contents of the directory that is the target of the
link appear to be included in the directory containing
the link. This allows a directory to incorporate directory informationfrom other sources. When the original
source changes, the changes will also be re ected in the
directory incorporating that information.

The Virtual System Model (Neuman, 1992) provides a
framework for organizing large systems within which
users construct their own \virtual" systems by selecting objects and services that are available over the network; users then treat the selected resources as a single
system, ignoring those resources that were not selected.
The Prospero le system is a le system based on the
Virtual System Model. By supporting a customized
view of the system, information of interest to a user is
prominently located near the center of the user's name
space, while information that is not of interest is kept
out of the way.

When constructing views, users can also associate
functions ( lters) with links that allow the creation of
derived views from views that already exist. For example, in Figure 1 les are named with the labels a
though g. Associated with each le is an attribute list,
one attribute of which is the language in which the
text was written. The value of the language attribute
is shown in the box representing the le. By attaching
the distribute() lter to the directory link, a derived
view is created within which the les appear to be distributed across subdirectories according to the value of
the language attribute. The derived view is shown in
Figure 2.

As users organize virtual systems for their own
use, the structure imposed on the information can often be used by others. The Prospero naming network forms a generalized directed graph. A user's
name space appears hierarchical and corresponds to
the names seen by the user starting from a particular
node in the graph, the root of the name space. If a user
nds an object or a directory of interest, the user can
add a link that will make the object more prominent.
When a user creates a directory with links to objects on
A lter can be an arbitrary program that takes
particular topics, others can (if authorized) view that
directory and include it in their own virtual systems, a representation of a directory as an argument and
thus bene ting from the organization imposed by the returns the same. It can add links to a directory,
delete links, change the names of links, and even derst user.
ne new lters that are to be applied when traversIndexing services are made available through ing links deeper in the hierarchy. As arbitrary proProspero by treating the results of a query as a vir- grams, lters can access any information needed to
tual directory. Users can add links to the directories perform their function. Typically this information incorresponding to particular indices, and even to direc- cludes attributes of les and the contents of other directories that correspond to queries executed upon those tories, but it might involve reading les or performing
database queries. Though users can write their own
indices.
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themselves, or to individuals maintainingdirectories on
behalf of the authors, to keep the list of the author's
publications current.
Japanese

Organizations like the ACM and the IEEE might
each maintain a directory of topics in computer science, and designate experts in each area to maintain
a
the directory on that topic. Organizations in other
b
g
d
e
f
elds, for example the American Medical Association,
English
c
French
Japanese
might do the same. The custodians of particular topics
could add references to worthwhile items as they are
English
English
discovered. In cases where certain well crafted queries
German
German
on automatically maintained databases yield useful results, those queries can be encoded in lters, and the
Figure 2: Directory with distribute() applied
result added to the collection of topics as a virtual directory. Libraries could then maintain directories of
lters, it is expected that most will use the set already general elds such as computer science, chemistry, litde ned for them.
erature, etc., with links to the directories maintained
by various organizations.
English

French

German

Organizing Information with Prospero

Users will build their own hierarchies of les by
creating directories, subdirectories, and les of their
own and by adding links to les, directories and subdirectories created by others. Files that are frequently
accessed by a user will probably have short names while
names will be longer for objects of less interest. Because directories of other users will be accessible from
the user's virtual system, the virtual system will probably contain les that a user has never accessed and
might not even know about. These les, however, will
be deep in the user's hierarchy.

The Virtual System Model allows information to be
organized in many ways, and many parties will play a
role in doing so. Among the entities that will organize
information will be individuals, professional societies,
libraries, governments, commercial indexing services,
or any collection of individuals sharing a common interest. An important feature of the model is that the
same information can be organized in multiple ways.
The individual in the best position to organize the
papers written by a particular author is that author.
With Prospero, an author can maintain a directory
referencing his or her own work, or at least that work
which others should nd. The incentive for doing so
is visibility. The ease with which others can nd one's
writings a ects the likelihood that those writings will
be used. By maintaining one's own index of papers,
one can also add cross references to more recent work
as it is completed.

If individuals do not like the way information is
organized, they can organize it themselves, or they can
nd di erent experts whose views more closely match
their own. They can completely customize their own
name space so that their alternative view is used instead of the more accepted view. In fact, which view
is the accepted view becomes more a matter of whose
views more people adopt, rather than ocially sanctioned.
Over time, multiple communities of users will
evolve. It is expected that the members of each community will have similarly structured name spaces, but
name spaces may vary widely across di erent communities of users. For example, members of the computer science community might organize virtual systems in one way while members of the medical community might think of the world in a completely di erent
manner.

The usefulness of such a directory is greatly enhanced when it is itself referenced from a higher-level
directory of authors. Such directories are maintained
today in library card catalogs and in reader's guides
to the literature, but the job of maintaining such directories is greatly simpli ed when implemented using Prospero; the maintainer of the higher-level index
would only have to update the directory when new authors are added. Once added, it is up to the authors
4
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Searching for Information

add their own links to augment the existing structure.
Knowbots could navigate through the fabric and might
themselves augment the existing structure by adding
links to objects that they nd. This augmentation of
the naming network might provide both a method for
a Knowbot to communicate its results back to its initiator, as well as a method through which knowbots
can interact with each other.

Once information has been organized, users can look
for it in many ways. A user looking for a paper on heterogeneous computer systems by a particular author
might nd the paper in a directory maintained by that
author. A user who did not know any of the authors
might nd the same paper in a directory of papers on
distributed computing. Of course, just knowing that
the information of interest exists in a published paper
can be a big help; many times a user will not even
know that.

Experience
A prototype of Prospero has been available since December 1990 3. The prototype allows users to construct
virtual systems and to navigate through them. In addition to the basic release, there are several standalone
applications that rely on Prospero to retrieve directory
information from indexing services.

In today's society, if something is available that is
of interest, it is often found through directories such as
the phone book or yellow pages, through reading newspapers and other periodicals, or by word of mouth. In
the research community, these sources of information
are supplemented by technical papers, electronic mail,
and mailing lists. It is likely that these methods will
continue to nd signi cant use even once other mechanisms are in place. The Virtual System Model allows
much of the information that is useful for nding objects, but which to date could only be obtained by external means (such as asking the author of a paper), to
be included as part of the le system. The Prospero le
system can then be used as the matrix through which
users can navigate to nd the desired information.

Programs linked with the Prospero compatibility
library are able to specify le names relative to the
active virtual system when opening les. Prospero is
a heterogeneous le system; instead of providing its
own methods for accessing les, it relies on multiple
underlying methods. The prototype presently supports
Sun's Network File System, the Andrew File System,
and the File Transfer Protocol (FTP). For FTP, the
le is automatically retrieved and the locally-cached
One way that information can be found using the copy is then opened.
Prospero directory service is through browsing. An
As distributed, a user's virtual system starts out
individual interested in a particular topic can connect
with
links to directories organizing information of varto the virtual system of someone else who is known to
2
ious
kinds
in several ways. Figure 3 shows a sample
be interested in that topic . The user could then look
through those virtual systems for documents or les session with Prospero. Users nd information by movof interest. Of course, users would only see those les ing from directory to directory in much the same manthat the owner of the virtual system has authorized ner as they would in a traditional le system. Users
do not need to know where the information is physithem to see.
cally stored. In fact, the les and directories shown in
Browsing is considerably more likely to be e ec- the example are scattered across the Internet. At any
tive using Prospero than with traditional le systems. point, a user can access les in a virtual system as if
Prospero encourages users to make their own links to they were stored on his or her local system.
the les in which they have an interest. As such, inIn the example, the user connects to the root diteresting les are likely to appear in the hierarchies of
many people, thus increasing the likelihood that the rectory and lists it using the ls command. The result
shows the categories of information included in the virles will be found by browsing.
tual system. The information includes online copies
The Prospero directory service also provides the of papers (in the papers directory), archives of Interfabric on which resource discovery methods might op- net and Usenet mailing lists (in the mailing-list and
erate. The Prospero server makes directory structures newsgroups directories), releases of software packages
from existing systems part of that fabric, yet users can (in the releases directory), and the contents of promi5
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nent Internet archive sites (in the sites directory). Files
of interest can appear under more than one directory.
For example, a paper that is available from a prominent archive site might also be listed under the papers
directory.

Script started on Wed Jan 29 21:02:50 1992
% cd /
% ls
afs
info
papers
databases
lib
projects
documents
mailing-lists
releases
guest
newsgroups
sites
% cd papers
% ls
authors
conferences
subjects
bibliographies
journals
technical-reports
% cd technical-reports
% ls
Berkeley
IAState
OregonSt
UCalgary
UWashington
BostonU
MIT
Purdue
UColorado Virginia
Chorus
NYU
Rochester
UFlorida
WashingtonU
Columbia
NatInstHealth Toronto
UKentucky
Digital
OregonGrad
UCSantaCruz UMichigan
% ls UCSantaCruz
crl
% ls UCSantaCruz/crl
ABSTRACTS.1988-89
ucsc-crl-91-01.ps.Z
ABSTRACTS.1990
ucsc-crl-91-02.part1.ps.Z
ABSTRACTS.1991
ucsc-crl-91-02.part2.ps.Z
ABSTRACTS.1992
ucsc-crl-91-02.ps.Z
INDEX
ucsc-crl-91-03.ps.Z
ucsc-crl-88-28.ps.Z
ucsc-crl-91-06.ps.Z
...
% ls UWashington
cs
cse
%
% ls UWashington/cs
1991
INDEX
PRE-1991
1992
OVERALL-INDEX README
% cd /papers
% ls
authors
conferences
subjects
bibliographies
journals
technical-reports
% ls journals
acm-sigcomm-ccr ieee-tcos-nl
% ls journals/ieee-tcos-nl
app-form.ps.Z v5n1
v5n3
cfp
v5n2
v5n4
% ls journals/acm-sigcomm-ccr
application.ps jan89
jul90
sigcomm90-reg.ps
apr89
jan90
oct88
apr90
jan91
oct89
apr91
jul89
sigcomm90-prog.ps
% vls journals
acm-sigcomm-ccr
NNSC.NSF.NET
/usr/ftp/CCR
ieee-tcos-nl
FTP.CSE.UCSC.EDU /home/ftp/pub/tcos
%
script done on Wed Jan 29 21:06:53 1992

Next, the user connects to the papers directory,
lists it, and nds the available papers further categorized as conference papers, journal papers, or technical
reports. The technical report directory is broken down
by organization, and by department within the organization. The journals directory is organized by the
journal in which a paper appears, and the two journals
that are shown are futher organized by issue. Use of the
vls command shows where a le or directory is physically stored, demonstrating the fact that the les are
scattered across the Internet (IEEE TC/OS Newsletter on ftp.cse.ucsc.edu and Computer Communications Review on nnsc.nsf.net.) Though not shown
in the example, papers are also organized by author
and subject in other directories from the same virtual
system.
It is important to note that the example shows
only part of the information available through Prospero, and that it shows a typical way that the information is organized. Individuals can organize their own
virtual systems di erently.
One of the most frequently used directories in
Prospero is that representing the archie database, developed at McGill University (Emtage & Deutsch,
1992). That directory includes subdirectories organizing les according to the last components of their
le names. For example, the subdirectory prosp contains references to the les available by Anonymous
FTP whose names include the string \prosp". Among
the matches would be les related to Prospero. The
contents of each subdirectory are equivalent to what
would result from running the Unix find command
with appropriate arguments over all the major archive
sites on the Internet (if it were even possible to do so).
The subdirectories do not exist individually but are instead created when referenced by querying the archie
database. The use of archie through Prospero has been
so successful that the archie group has adopted Prospero as the preferred method for remote access to the
archie database.

Figure 3: Sample session

To provide the bene ts of Prospero to users who
have not installed it on their systems, Steve Cli e
6
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of the Australian Academic and Research Network
(AARNet) Archive Working Group has added Prospero support to one of their FTP servers. As well as
making les available from the physical le system, the
modi ed FTP server makes les available from a virtual le system. When a retrieval request is received,
the FTP server locates the le using Prospero and
checks to see if a copy of the le is available locally.
Using Prospero to check the last modi ed time of the
authoritative copy, the FTP server checks that the local copy is current. If a current copy does not exist
locally, the server retrieves and caches a copy of the
le. The local copy is then returned to the client.

the shelf location in the local library.

Future Plans

Professional societies, libraries, governments,
commercial indexing services, and others will play important roles in organizing the information available
from future systems. The Virtual System Model allows such service providers to build upon each other's
work, eliminating duplicated e ort, and it allows users
to construct views of the information provided by these
services which better meet their own requirements.
The real contribution of this work will depend on the
extent to which the model is adopted by these service
providers and how it is used in future systems.

Concluding Remarks
The Virtual System Model provides a powerful framework within which information can be organized. Prospero makes that framework available for organizing information on the Internet. By themselves, neither the
model nor the prototype help users nd information of
interest. Their contributions are in encouraging and
enabling users to organize information in ways that
make it easier to nd things.

Prospero is an evolving system. We are continuing to work closely with the archie group to make
additional databases available. Immediate plans for
the future also involve integrating Prospero with additional indexing services including WAIS (Kahle &
Medlar, 1991), and once they are deployed, semantic le systems (Gi ord et.al., 1991) and distributed
indices (Danzig et.al., 1991). This will be accomplished by allowing a Prospero server to make metainformation from these databases available using the
Prospero protocol.
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